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Garden Route Elephant Park 

Overview 

Location Between Knysna (20km) and Plettenberg Bay (8km), South Africa. 

Duration From 3 weeks. But 4 weeks are suggested to gain as much out of the 
experience as possible. 

Dates All year round. 

Requirements • Minimum age: 18. 
• You must have an upper intermediate level of English. 
• Special skills: You must be physically fit and passionate about elephants. 

Your impact 
  

The impact of your volunteer work depends on the nature of the project. In addition, it may also 
depend on whether the project offers a full volunteering experience or a combination of 
volunteering and tourism. For details, please see the description of the project and what’s 
included in the project fees. 

How to apply Application form, CV/résumé. 

Day of arrival 04, 18 Jan, 01, 15 Feb, 07, 21 Mar, 04, 18 Apr, 02, 16 Mai, 06, 20 June, 04 
July, 01, 15 Aug, 05 Sept, 03, 24 Oct, 14 Nov, 05, 26 Dec 2016 

Day of departure Monday. 
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Highlights 
• Learn about ethical and non-harmful research of captive elephants in South Africa. 

• Experience close interactions with the herd of elephants. 

• See the elephants on a daily basis and form bonds – become part of the herd.  

• Assist with research activities, data collection and field observations. 

• Enjoy a complimentary elephant ride as a big thank you from the project team. 

• Visit the local children’s school to run eco-educational activities. 

• Take part in amazing tours and excursions outside of the project: You receive free admission or 
discounts on most activities along the Garden Route. 

• Make new friends from all over the world. 

Project information 
The Garden Route Elephant Park was established as the first captive elephant research unit dedicated to 
captive elephants in South Africa. It is based between Knysna and Plettenberg Bay in the Western Cape 
and was set up by the project team as they identified that there is a serious lack of research carried out on 
captive elephants in South Africa, particularly with respect to their welfare and husbandry. The objectives 
of the project are the following: 

• To conduct and facilitate research of the elephants based at the Garden Route Elephant Park 

and other facilities in South Africa. 

• To promote ethical and non-harmful research of captive elephants in South Africa. 

• To guide management of captive elephant operations through science. 

• To provide information relevant to wild elephants to improve their protection and 

conservation. 

• ‘’Conservation through education’’. 

Working with elephants is a humbling and awe-inspiring experience. All volunteers are asked to be 
enthusiastic, dedicated, willing, able and keen to get involved with anything and have a genuine love of 
wildlife. 

The project works closely with many universities and other captive elephant facilities on research projects 
as well as carrying out research on the elephant park herd. As a volunteer you will assist not only with the 
collection of data but also with all aspects of education, husbandry and conservation. This includes field 
observations of the herd, cleaning and preparing the elephant boma, night-time observations of behaviour 
and sleeping activities, making enrichments, general maintenance around the park, preparing food for the 
elephants, data entry, gardening and visiting the local children’s school to run eco-educational activities.  
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Many of the projects involve long hours of data collection in the field and getting your hands dirty so this 
project is not for the faint hearted. However the rewards are many, especially when the elephants begin to 
recognise you and trust you – you become part of the herd! 

Programme details 
The Elephant Park requires that volunteers are dedicated, hard-working, mature and motivated. You 
should be in good health and physically fit, as you will often be out following the elephants. Specific 
wildlife experience is not necessary. Veterinary students, biology students and animal lovers will benefit 
from this project. Please note that no alcohol is allowed on the park premises for insurance reasons as well 
as working conditions! 

Your role 
As a rule, you will work 5 days per week, but you may be asked to help over weekends and evenings, 
should the need arise. Working hours during your stay at the Park vary, according to the different activities 
you will be asked to participate in. However, an elephant working day starts at 06:30 and lasts until 17:30. 

Monday to Thursday: The day starts at 06:30 in the boma with mucking out the pens and helping to clean 
the boma or walking out with the elephants into the field (2x per week). The day is split into 1,5-hour shifts 
where you will spend 1,5 hours in the field and then 1,5 hours doing husbandry, maintenance or data entry. 
Not all non-field activities take 1,5 hours so there is time to have a break as well as a 1,5-hour break every 
day. The day finishes at 17:30. You will be asked to help with the evening feeding of the elephants or with 
morning/evening boma observations twice a week. 

Friday: The day starts at 06:30 as usual and again with mucking out the pens and cleaning the boma or 
walking out into the field. After that, maintenance and husbandry activities are carried out until 12:30 when 
we leave for town. Every other Friday, we leave at 10:00 for a 2-hour visit to the local children’s school to 
run eco-educational activities.  

You are involved in every aspect of the programme. However, volunteers who stay for longer will be more 
involved in the research because we are able to spend longer training them on our more in-depth data 
collection. The days can vary when help is needed on the farm, but it is not too often. In the winter the 
workday is from 07:00 to 17:00, plus the out-of-hour’s activities.  

New sawdust day - the elephant pens are completely cleared and filled with comfy sawdust from the 
nearby sawmill. It’s a long day (or two) of moving wheelbarrows of sawdust, but the elephants love it and it 
makes all that hard work worthwhile.  

You assist with the research unit at other facilities – sometimes we need to send a team of researchers to 
another facility, usually we send longer term volunteers who can help with data collection, but this can be 
from 2-5 days at a time.  

Veterinary procedures/relocations/orphan elephants – on the rare occasion that the research unit is needed 
to get involved, you are asked to go above and beyond to help us look after the elephants in our care.  

We encourage volunteers to use their days off to explore all that the region has to offer. Many of the 
research projects involve long hours of data collection in the field so this project is not for the faint-
hearted. They will also be required to work in all weather conditions. The rewards for the long hours are 
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amazing, especially when the elephants start to recognise you and trust you. You will become part of the 
herd! 

There is no special time of the year when there are baby animals, elephants are born all year round so you 
can expect orphans at any given time (this is not a usual occurrence)! 

It is important to note that this description serves as an example only. The daily tasks and challenges 
depend on the volunteer, the time of the year and the work that needs to be done. The final job 
description can therefore vary substantially from the above. 

Getting to and from the project 

 

The Garden Route Elephant Park project is based in the Western Cape of South Africa between Knysna 
and Plettenberg Bay. 

You need to arrive at George Airport where you will be collected by the volunteer staff. On the official 
arrival dates (regarding the dates please refer to the overview on page 1) airport pickups will be provided 
from 11:30 to 15:30. If you arrive after 15:30 or have missed your flight you need to make use of a private 
taxi transfer. Costs are approximately ZAR 750 - 800 (€ 60 / US$ 65). 

Accommodation 
You are based at the Elephant Park, situated 9 km west of Plettenberg Bay and 22 km east of Knysna. You 
live in a bunkhouse in comfortable dorm-style rooms, so you may be sharing with two or three volunteers. 
There is an en-suite bathroom per room. The bunkhouse has a lounge (TV, DVD player, board games, dart 
board and books) and is equipped with a basic but fully-functioning kitchen with a fireplace, seating area, 
dining table and chairs; the bunkhouse also has an outside decking area with benches. WiFi (limited) is 
available. Bedding will be provided. Laundry facilities are provided (washer only). 
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In addition, two very adorable cats are waiting there to be hugged by you.  

Meals 
Self-catering. There is a fully equipped kitchen area (cooker, oven, microwave, toaster, kettle, fridges and 
freezers) to prepare food. You are responsible for buying and cooking your own food. You will be 
responsible for cleaning all dishes and equipment immediately after use. The elephant park is a water 
scarce area, so we ask you to keep this in mind. The kitchen area must be clean before working hours start 
in the morning. To avoid confusion, it would be good to write your name on your food. There is also a 
restaurant at the park, open between 08:30 and 17:00 every day, where you can eat certain meals at a 
discounted rate. 

You will not have the opportunity to visit local amenities every day so you need to plan ahead. There will 
be a transfer once a week to Plettenberg Bay (8km) to pick up groceries, etc. 

Free time 
You can go out in the evenings into Plettenberg Bay (curfew is midnight on a weekday) as there are some 
very nice restaurants and bars in town. Otherwise you can stay at the bunk house and go running or 
walking around the park (when the elephants are in the boma), play rugby on the lawn, enjoy a braai 
outside (or inside if it’s raining!), play board games, watch movies, read a book or take the star maps 
outside and do a spot of star gazing.  

There are many activities to do around the Garden Route. Plettenberg Bay, Knysna, Tsitsikamma and 
Mossel Bay are the most frequented towns. Activities range from White Shark diving to Bungy Jumping. 
Addo Elephant National Park is 3.5 hours drive away from Plettenberg Bay and well worth a visit for 
anyone hiring a car for the weekend! 

The activities between Cape Town and Port Elizabeth are presented on a large noticeboard in the 
bunkhouse with maps and pamphlets available for all activities.  

You receive a discount or free admission to most activities along the Garden Route. All discounted rates 
are on the volunteer noticeboard and can change depending on the season. Upon arrival, you will receive a 
card to prove that you are a volunteer and to qualify for discounted rates. 

Local Transport 
There is transport into town (Plettenberg Bay) once a week on a Friday. Any other transport must be 
organised at your own expense, either using taxis or hiring cars. There are a number of reliable taxi 
companies as well as car rental services. Both cities, Knysna (20 minutes) and Plettenberg Bay (10 minutes) 
offer all amenities, such as supermarkets, banks, doctors, pharmacies, shopping centres, restaurants, etc. 
 
If you do not have your own South African phone there is a mobile phone available to book taxis and 
excursions. It is recommended to invest in a South African Sim card if you stay for more than 3 weeks. 
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What to bring 
There is rainfall all year round, so even in the summer it can still rain - pack for both cold and hot weather! 
The evenings can be very cold, while the days are mild in winter to very hot in the summer. 

Any khaki-coloured clothing you can bring will be useful, especially in winter. You will be supplied with 2 
Elephant Park T-shirts that you must wear during your working hours. Bring your own regular-rise 
trousers/long shorts – no low-riding trousers/long shorts. Shorts need to be at least mid-thigh and no 
shorter. These need to be hard wearing and neutral colours (khaki, browns and greens). Jeans are also 
suitable but no cut-off jeans nor jeans with holes. Open-toed shoes are not appropriate when out in the 
field with the elephants. Hiking boots/trainers are most appropriate while working. A waterproof jacket in a 
neutral colour is always a good idea whatever time of year you are planning to visit the park. It is a good 
idea to bring lots of extra socks as you will be doing a lot of walking.  

While there is no specific uniform, volunteers are asked to wear sensible clothing, e.g. long shorts and 
closed shoes. Hot pants, low-riding trousers, gym or yoga shorts, string bikinis and flip-flops are not 
suitable for work. 

Items you will need are: 

• Waterproof jacket and trousers 

• Alarm clock 

• Watch  

• Towels 

• Camera 

• Torch 

• Gumboots 

• Walking boots 

• Cloths of neutral colours (for wearing in 

the field) 

• Warm tops/ fleeces 

• Small rucksack to take into the field 

• Water bottle 

• Insect repellent 

• Sun cream (SPF 30+) 

• Sun hat/cap 

• Sunglasses 

• Extra socks 

• Swimming costume 

• International plug adaptors 

• Padlock  

• Books, games, DVD’s, laptops (for the 

evening) 

• Gardening gloves 

• First aid kit 

• Pens 

• Driving licence for car hire  

• South African plug adaptors. 

Health and Safety 
You are strongly advised to take out medical insurance before travelling to South Africa.  

We recommend NetworX from Compcare. This is a South African medical aid insurance, which is 
specifically designed for people who visit South Africa for 1 to 12 months. You will receive an information 
leaflet and an application form together with your confirmation of booking. 
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Bring medication just in case you suffer from any travel-related illnesses, e.g. stomach upsets, since your 
body needs to adjust to the change in food and water during your first few days in South Africa. 

There is no malaria risk, but mosquitoes are common during summer. While all safety precautions are 
followed, you are still working with wild animals and must be aware at all times and follow the safety 
guidelines. 

What’s included / not included 

Included: 
• Project placement. 
• Airport transfer on arrival and departure (George Airport). 
• Accommodation (dorm-style room, self-catering, laundry with self-service). 
• Good Hope Studies welcome pack. 
• 2 T-shirts as a uniform. 
• Shopping shuttle (once a week). 
• An orientation at the beginning of your volunteering. 
• Certificate on request. 
• Local support including a 24-hour emergency number. 
• WiFi. 

Not included: 
• Food. 
• Local transport. 
• Weekend excursions. 
• Towels. 
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Visa 
You can volunteer in South Africa on a visitor’s visa for up to 90 days.  

Nationals from certain countries (e.g. Brazil, Switzerland, Germany, Australia, France, Netherlands, Spain) 
will receive their visa when entering South Africa. Other nationals need to apply for a visitor’s visa at a 
South African Embassy in their home country before travelling. 

If you come to South Africa on a visitor’s visa, you can extend once by another 90 days. 

If you plan to come for more than 90 days, you need to apply for a visa at a South African Embassy in your 
home country. This visa is restricted to registered NGO’s and therefore not available for this project. 

For the latest information contact the South African Embassy or Good Hope Studies. 


